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Fashion is a hot issue and clothing of various types are on the rise. Brands have come up with their
own varieties and other low end manufacturers have won a good market share to producing replica
clothing. It gets very confusing at times trying to decide what the difference between men's and
women's clothing are. Let's look at this issue one a time.

Clothing Lengths: Mens designer clothing mostly appear in fuller lengths compared to women's.
Mens long-sleeve shirts, suits and trousers are heavier, consuming more material than women's
attire. Ladies clothing which may include skirts, blouses, tops, shirts are often lightweight requiring
lesser clothing material. Since women's wear are designed to be more revealing than men's, they
normally require lesser fabrics.

Design: Men's informal and formal clothes are often sober compared to their female counterparts
that come in various fantasy world inspired designs. Since women are more delicate than men, their
clothing also reflect this in terms of designs. Women's garments could include fairy inspired
accessories, furs, glitters and more that make ladies more conspicuous.

Prints: Female prints swerve in the direction of floral and feminine inspirations with the use of almost
of types of bright and attractive colours. Menswear reflect blunt prints whereas women designer
clothing show more lighter and inspiring colour that brighten days up. Popular feminine colours
include pink, violet and varying shades of brighter colours the like of yellow and orange.

Number of Pieces. Men's clothing are mostly confined to two pieces except long johns which are
specialty work wear. So trousers and shirts which can include jeans, pants and so on supplemented
by tops, T-shirts, long and short sleeve shirts and polo tops is it for men. Womens clothing numbers
are not limited to a certain quantity, they could wear one piece dresses, two piece skirt and blouse,
three piece short skirt, shirt and leggings or even as many pieces as possible including accessories
such as scarves and so on.

Boudi London offers the Latest Mens designer clothing, kids designer clothing, true religion, true
religion jeans, mens designer t shirts, means designer coats, mens designerjackets etc.
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